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APPENDIX D 
WOODS RUN STREAM INFLOW EVALUATION, DETENTION LOCATION A

Modeling showed that a 0.16 MG detention facility is required to handle flows from the 92-
acre tributary runoff area from both inflow points shown in Figure D-1. These two inflow 
locations were grouped together based on close proximity, and have adjacent drainage 
areas.

Figure D-1: Woods Run Potential Inflow Detention Location A

ASSUMPTIONS AND PROJECT DETAILS

Project Siting Considerations: The land areas shown in Figure D-1 were selected due to 
their flat terrain and close proximity to the two direct stream inflow locations. It was assumed 
that the flat, non-developed parcel could be obtained and used for stormwater detention 
features. 

Detention Overview: It was assumed that the parcel shaded in Figure D-1 could be used as 
a subsurface gravel wetland storage facility, due to the grading and depth needed to divert 
the stream into the storage. For cost estimating, approximate excavation depth was 
assumed to be a conservative 15-footdepth. The calculated storage depth, given the 
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footprint area as shown, would be approximately 2.6 feet deep. This could be handled both 
through surface ponding and detention within the subsurface gravel storage layer.

The grading at this location appears to allow for both surface and subsurface storage. 

Cost Estimate: An estimate is provided in Table D-1 outlining the typical project costs 
associated with the size and type of detention facility described above. A 40% planning 
contingency has been added to account for unknown factors not quantified in these
preliminary planning level assumptions.

TABLE D-1 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR WOODS RUN DETENTION LOCATION A

DETENTION LOCATION B

This detention location would capture stormwater runoff from a 56-acre area. Runoff from 
both sides of the shed enters into the combined sewer system along Oakdale Street and 
conveyed south along the center of the sewershed. This location was best suited to capture 
flow in bioswale type BMPs within the right of way on either side of Oakdale Street. 

Assumptions and Project Details

Project Siting Considerations: With no large flat areas to capture stormwater regionally at 
this location, distributed BMPs were laid out alongside Oakdale Street as shown in Figure D-
2 below. 

BMP Overview: Modeling showed that 0.5 MG of storage was required for this location to 
capture the largest storm event in the Typical Year. 20 BMPs were envisioned for this area,
with each capturing 3,350 cubic feet (cf), or 25,000 gallons, of runoff at each BMP location. 
A total of 500,000 gallons of storage would be needed.  For sizing and cost estimating, 
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approximate dimensions of the required BMPs were assumed to be approximately 6 feet x 6
feet x 100 feet length. This sizing conservatively does not take into account any infiltration.

Cost Estimate

An estimate is provided in Table D-2 outlining the typical project costs associated with the 
size and type BMPs described above. A standard high and low unit price per gallon of 
storage was applied to the total 500,000 gallon BMP volume to develop a cost range for this 
work. A 40% planning contingency has been added to account for the unknown factors not 
quantified in these preliminary planning level assumptions.

Figure D-2: Woods Run Potential Inflow Detention Location BDFigure DFigure D--22
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TABLE D-2 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR WOODS RUN DETENTION LOCATION B

DETENTION LOCATION C

The detention projects envisioned at inflow location C would be planned to handle the 
stream base flow from the Mairdale stream inflow point, as well as the wet weather peak 
flows for the Typical Year

Assumptions and Project Details

Project Siting Considerations: As shown in Figure D-3, the stream inflow point enters a 
36-inch diameter combined sewer on the northern side of Mairdale Street, and crosses 
perpendicular to Mairdale as it continues towards Woods Run Ave. A large, flat parcel of 
land, shown in Figure D-4, was identified across the street from the inflow point as a possible 
stormwater management location for this inflow point. 

BMP Overview: The flat parcel of land identified above, along with two other locations for
BMPs along the right-of-way, make up the 0.31 acres of footprint required to manage the 
stream base flow and 72-acre tributary area. Modeling showed that 0.35 MG of storage was 
required for this location to capture the largest storm event in the Typical Year. 

It is anticipated that this location could function as tiered stormwater ponding and subsurface 
storage similar to the bioswale project installed in 2013 by others at Mt. Alvernia along 
Hawthorne Road in Millvale.  Figure D-5 shows a possible layout for this location.DRAFTtion C C would be plannedwould be plann to handle the
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Figure D-3: Woods Run Inflow Detention Location C
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Figure D-4: Close-Up of Woods Run Inflow Detention Location C

Figure D-5: Envisioned Layout for Potential Bioswale at Detention Location C
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Cost Estimate

An estimate is provided in Table D-3 outlining the typical project costs associated with the 
size and type of surface and subsurface storage described above. A 40% planning 
contingency has been added to account for the unknown factors not quantified in these
preliminary planning level assumptions.

TABLE D-3 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR THE WOODS RUN DETENTION LOCATION C

DETENTION LOCATION D

BMP location D is located in the one drainage area evaluated in this section that is not 
considered a stream inflow location. Rainfall runoff from the Benton Field Park is captured in 
a separate storm sewer system and routed to the combined sewer system along Woods Run 
Avenue. This sewershed was identified as a good location to intercept and manage the 
stormwater upstream of the discharge location into the combined sewer system.

Assumptions and Project Details

Project Siting Considerations: As shown in Figure D-6, the Benton Field sewershed 
covers a 40-acre area consisting of parks, some residential housing, and a wooded area. 
Downstream of the residential and park areas, an open and relatively flat area, shown in 
Figure D-7 was identified as a possible stormwater management location to intercept the 
storm sewer flow. Alternatively, there is an unpaved road connecting the park to Woods Run 
Avenue in which the alignment could be used to site distributed BMPs along the roadside. 
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BMP Overview: A flat section of land near the junction location of the storm sewer pipes 
was selected as a possible location for surface detention. Because the storm sewer depths 
and surface have not been surveyed, assumptions for slope and grading were made in 
selecting this storage type. 

Figure D-6: Woods Run Stormwater Runoff Detention Location D
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Figure D-7: Close-Up of Woods Run Stormwater Runoff Detention Location D

Cost Estimate

An estimate is provided in Table D-4 outlining the typical project costs associated with the 
size and type of surface detention described above. A 40% planning contingency has been 
added to account for the unknown factors not quantified in these preliminary planning level 
assumptions. DRAFT
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TABLE D-4 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR THE WOODS RUN DETENTION LOCATION D

DETENTION LOCATION E

BMP Location E is planned to intercept wet weather runoff from a 66-acre area covering 
parts of Riverview Park. The runoff follows a shallow ravine and enters an inflow point to the 
combined sewer system behind the houses near 915 Woods Run Avenue. During field visits 
in 2015, base stream flow was not observed at this location.

Assumptions and Project Details

Project Siting Considerations: The contributing park areas consist primarily of wooded 
area, along with runoff contributed from the Riverview Avenue road through the park. This 
drainage area is made up largely of steeply sloped hillsides, however, a few locations were 
identified for BMPs. Towards the middle of the drainage area, there is a flat section of land 
near where Riverview Avenue makes a sharp bend. This large, flat, and undeveloped parcel 
has the potential to be used to manage wet weather flows from the upper sections of the 
park. Additionally, there is a private drive near the downstream end of the shed where BMPs 
may be able to be sited. These physical features and the potential detention location are 
shown in Figure D-8.

BMP Overview: For this analysis, it was assumed that 50% of the required 0.22 MG of 
storage would be captured by the regional subsurface detention, with the other half of the 
flow being captured by the distributed BMPs sited at the downstream section of the shed.
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Figure D-8: Woods Run Inflow Detention Location E

Cost Estimate

Tables D-5 and D-6 provide cost estimates for both the subsurface detention as well as the 
distributed BMPs. A 40% planning contingency has been added to account for the unknown 
factors not quantified in these preliminary planning level assumptions. 

TABLE D-5 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR THE WOODS RUN DISTRIBUTED BMPS
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TABLE D-6 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR THE WOODS RUN DETENTION LOCATION E 

DETENTION LOCATION F

Detention location F is planned to capture stormwater runoff from the 90-acre area of land 
containing part of Riverview Park and Kilbuck Road. 

Assumptions and Project Details

Project Siting Considerations: The contributing park areas consist primarily of wooded 
area, along with runoff contributed from Kilbuck Road, which runs through the park. This 
drainage area is made up largely of steeply sloped hillsides with runoff flowing down Kilbuck 
Road, which bisects the shed. Towards the middle of the drainage area, there is a flat 
section of land located within the park area. This large, flat, and undeveloped parcel has the 
potential to be used to manage wet weather flows from the upper sections of the park. 
Additionally, distributed BMPs along Kilbuck Road were envisioned to capture a portion of 
the flow.   These physical features and the potential detention location are shown in Figure 
D-9.

BMP Overview: For this analysis, it was assumed that 66% of the required 0.48 MG of 
storage would be captured by regional subsurface detention located within the park. The 
remaining 33% of storage volume could be met with the use of distributed BMPs along 
Kilbuck Road prior to the inflow point near the intersection of Rothpletz Street and Kilbuck 
Road.
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Figure D-9: Woods Run Inflow Detention Location F

Cost Estimate

Tables D-7 and D-8 provide cost estimates for both the subsurface detention as well as the 
distributed BMPs. A 40% planning contingency has been added to account for the unknown 
factors not quantified in these preliminary planning level assumptions.

TABLE D-7 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR THE WOODS RUN DISTRIBUTED BMPS 
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TABLE D-8 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR THE WOODS RUN DETENTION LOCATION F

DETENTION LOCATION G

Detention location G captures flow adjacent to the BMP location F sewershed. This location 
largely captures stormwater runoff from the Highwood Cemetery, neighboring wooded areas, 
and a few residential streets. 

Assumptions and Project Details

Project Siting Considerations: Runoff from the cemetery and wooded areas travels 
through the undeveloped terrain in a shallow ravine to the location of a PWSA catch basin 
located near the intersection of Smithton Avenue and Henley Street. At present no open 
space is available for detention downstream of the inflow point. An opportunity was 
identified to site subsurface stormwater management features in the shallow ravine directly 
upstream of the inflow point between the cemetery and the existing PWSA catch basin.  

BMP Overview: Modeling indicated that a 0.28 MG subsurface storage feature could 
effectively manage runoff from the 76-acre contributing area for the Typical Year wet 
weather conditions. This storage feature, as highlighted in Figure D-10, assumes 11,300 SF 
footprint, with an average depth of 3.3 feet for storage. The required storage depth could be 
met through a combination of surface ponding and subsurface storage. DRAF
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Figure D-10 Woods Run Inflow Detention Location G

Cost Estimate

An estimate is provided in Table D-9 outlining the typical project costs associated with the 
size and type of subsurface storage described above. A 40% planning contingency has been 
added to account for the unknown factors not quantified in these preliminary planning level 
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TABLE D-9 
PLANNING LEVEL COST ESTIMATE FOR THE WOODS RUN DETENTION LOCATION G
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